BRODIES FINE TEAS
Brodies have been importing and blending tea since
the time of the Great Tea Clippers which docked at
the bustling port of Leith, laden with precious cargoes
from the farthest corners of the earth.
Brodies tea is still sourced from the established
growing countries of India, Africa, Sri Lanka and
China and continues in that spirit of exploration by
also working with emerging tea-growing countries
such as Indonesia, Vietnam and Zimbabwe.

B LACK TEA S
LAPSANG SOUCHONG
Rich and Smoky in flavour, this black tea has
been dried over pine wood fires to capture
it’s distinctive aroma.
HIGH GROWN CEYLON
A broken orange pekoe tea from Sri Lanka is a
refreshing black tea, medium in character with a
subtle curranty flavour.
EARL GREY
A light aromatic blend of fine China Tea, deliciously
scented with the citrus zest of Bergamot.
ASSAM
An intense tea from the Brahmaputra Valley of
Northern India gives a smooth, rich malty flavour.
DARJEELING
Regarded as the Champagne of Teas from the
foothills of the Himalayas, a delicate fresh, floral tea.
FAMOUS EDINBURGH
Brodies signature blend is rich and full of flavour,
mastered and perfected in Scotland's historic capital
over 75 years.
ROYAL SCOTTISH
Specially selected teas from India and Sri Lanka give
this blend an imperial quality, rich and captivating
flavour.

GREEN TEAS
JAPANESE CHERRY
A light fragrant China Tea, delicately blended
with rose petals and the scent of cherries.
JASMINE
A light classic China green Tea, delicately
blended and fragranced with Jasmine flowers.
GUNPOWDER
A green tea from China with the leaves rolled
tightly to resemble gunpowder pellets. This
golden liquor gives a delicate smooth taste.

F RU I T & HERBAL TEA S
RED BERRY CRUSH
A medley of red fruits blended together to create a
sweet, rich infusion naturally caffeine free.
ROOIBOS
This South African bush tea as it is known, has a
sweet, nutty flavour and is naturally caffeine free.
ELDERFLOWER & LEMON
Zesty lemongrass and elderflower combine to create
a refreshing citrus, bright blush infusion. Naturally
caffeine free.
PEPPERMINT
Renowned for its digestive properties, peppermint
makes an ideal drink to follow a meal. Refreshingly
minty and naturally caffeine free.
CAMOMILE
Camomile has long been associated with it’s calming
properties, aromatic and soothing. An ideal aid to
help relax and naturally caffeine free .

